New Traditions
To Be Started After Vacation

President Roxie Perk has announced that a new tradition on campus. At the time of the first full moon after Spring Vacation, freshmen residing in the Quads will stand at the steps of the Quadrangle, with the William Street entrance to the campus. Here they will symbolically tear down the chain and rush en masse to the arboretum, waving flags in their dormitories. It will be a memorable event, giving an experience that few others could attain.

Roxie Perk has expressed her hope that the tradition will be taken up by the rest of the campus and dispel student apathy.

Rec Hall in Serious Danger;
School Calls in Dr. Spelunk

Dr. J. F. Spelunk, a retired professor of geology at Yale University, recently disclosed that under the building was not as safe as one would think. The information was first thought that an addition of plans would help, but the Gym Department was not notified. In any case, the gym was at the risk of an approximately two weeks later, the building will be in serious danger.

Dr. Spelunk predicted that the rocks under the building were not as safe as one would think. The building will be in serious danger.
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Connie Replies to Student's Letter, Self-Quiz Added

Dear Connie:

I'm having problems, no kid- ding around-I'm serious. Well, anyway, I've been having trouble making a boy friend—well, not really my boy friend. You're my roommate's boy friend, but I'm interested. That's a real snowman! You should see this book! Wow! What I want to ask you, Connie, is should I ask him down here for the weekend three weeks after he broke off our engagement with my roommate—or should I wait four weeks? Please reply soon—like I haven't had a date since Christmas, and like nervous, kid.

Dear F.F.P.:

Since you girls at Conn. seem to have so many problems, I decided to print a questionnaire so that you may date yourselves and then delve into the roots of your multifarious troubles.

As you know, there are questions and then interpret your answers. Remember, you girls, you're only deceiving yourself if you don't answer truthfully.

1) Have you been asked to go to the New Work Schedule Slated?
2) Do you say yes or no to the questionnaire so that you may date yourselves and then delve into the roots of your multifarious troubles?
3) Are you frustrated?
4) Are you mixed up?
5) Are you never?
6) Do you know?
7) Are you snowmen?
8) Are you Vanessa?
9) Does your mailbox get dusty and full of cobwebs?
10) Are you drawing number 309?
11) Do you daydream in Phy.
12) Do you mean?
13) Are you sweater?
14) Is your best course?
15) Did you answer question two more than once?
16) Are you wondering why this column is so dour-minded?

Interpretation of Answers

If you answer yes to member A, you would have to give yourself seven points. If you answer no, you would have to give yourself seven points.

If you answered no to question three, give yourself a point or three. If you answered yes, give yourself three points.

If you answered yes to four a, give yourself ten points, give yourself two points.

If you said yes to five, give yourself seven points.

If you said yes to six, give yourself five points.

If you said yes to seven, give yourself five points.

If you said no to eight, you deserve it.

If you said yes to nine, give yourself seven points.

If you said yes to ten, give yourself two points.

If you said yes to eleven, give yourself two points.

If you said yes to twelve, give yourself one point.

If you said yes to thirteen, give yourself one point, plus an application blank to Boston University. You get two points for thir and twenty points for 3c. If you don't have a clue, you're obviously lying if you said yes.

A yes or a no to fourteen gives you ten points. What's your secret? I'm thinking of what else. Two points for being a smart aleck. Do you think that you could be doing about an examination exam for English 34? I have been in English 34 for three years now and am getting a little tired of writing my papers each year. I think that I could pass an examination exam for English 34 if I got the chance.

Dear Editor,

Because I am one of those broad-minded students who feel that our erstwhile school paper, The KeeneCensus, could embrace a wider field of coverage than news from this and other camps, I would like to discuss one of the more or less current issues which has been on the front pages of such renowned papers as the Bridgeport Daily Herald, the Altona Gazette, and others of that ilk, namely Payola. Now, I think that it is all very well and good for morals to condemn this practice, but after all, let's face it, how many people are really facing this thing and seeing its its true light? Not to cast any aspersions on you, dear editor, but aren't you too guilty of this assault of all crimes when you agree, in return for money, to print the name of some show, or even some hotel, in some companion of this ilk—especially when they are in such a desperate place on one of your pages? Yes, there is a moral question at stake—it is the question of morality. In short, let's condemn Payola Clark Kent, but you don't have to paint it in on the take.

Manguale Moleworth

Dear Editor,

Hey man, I've been digging this sheet of yours every gig it makes, now, and I just wanted you to say that you're really swinging. But there's one goof, which is that you never give a chorus to us avantgarde cats. Man, maybe you could make it like once every full moon with something by Ira Gitler, Frankie Avalon, or that coolest of the cool, Alfred Boscoso. Coming on like that, man, you've even cut the Ladies' Home Journal. Henrietta Luce

New Work Schedule Slated

To Commence in Early Fall

The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect
those of the editors.

Dear Editor,

I have been doing a lot of thinking, and I do not think that as students here should get to take two years of English. Before I came to college I knew how to speak the language. Also, I think that everyone every week is a waste of time. I already took plenty of English in high school and don't want to anymore. Do you think that something could be done about an examination exam for English 34? I have been in English 34 for three years now and am getting a little tired of writing my papers each year. I think that I could pass an examination exam for English 34 if I got the chance.

Hey-morny morning.
New Augury Department to Be Inaugurated Next September

Connecticut College. It was learned last week, with the first in the nation to establish a complete and comprehensive Department of Augury. In announcing the new department, Presi
dent Resto Perle voiced her opinion that the theoretical climate here on campus would be brightened consider
ably by the installation of a system, wherein college person
nel would have available some knowledge of what the future
had in store.

The new department, which will offer courses beginning in the academic year 1960-61, will be headed by Dr. Terry Sias, who will receive the rank of profes
sor. Dr. Sias received her doctorate degree from the University of Thbes, in Greece, and has taught at the University of Athens. He is the author of the
novel "The Tree whose Hungry Mouth is Pressed Against the World," which includes frequent sacrific
es of significant birds and animals, and Augury 27, Gaseous Com
munication, which will include weekly trips to the Norwich Rock
Quarry.

In addition, a senior seminar, titled "Selected Problems in Prophecy," will supervise the installation of an esoteric center in the Ar
borium and will utilize all availa
ble methods in an attempt to provide a valid and meaningful prophecy for the college com
munity. It is expected that more
than one human sacrifice per semester will be necessary.

Unique Phenomena Analyzed in Book, Doodle's New Work

One of the most unusual pheno
mena to appear on the C.C. cam
pus in the past few years have been squigglies. Squigglies appear everywhere—he's on the lookout for them. They generally tend to congregate in margins of class diaries, but no place is truly safe from them. In his newly published book, "Squigglies," Mr. Emanon Doodle does an ad
mirably thorough job, leaving no line uncurved in his analysis of implications in politics, scientific
research, and yes, even train schedules (E.S.T.). After 22 years as head of Department 342 in the F.R.I., Mr. Doodle is in the extraordinarily enviable position of being able to offer the unsus
pecting public what to do about the situation. The book, pub
lished by Ranting House, is a must on every doing creative reader's list.

New Reserve Books Made Available; Hours Restricted

The recent epidemic of delaying valuable library property has forced the library to restrict certain connections with the administra
tion and certain representatives of the society. It was the opinion of the judges that this is the most advanced piece of art to be executed on campus since Laur
a's portrait of her husband and Addams, which was done as a final examination for Art 192. When the snow-sculpture
was informed of receiving the award, he only re
plied, "I feel I have suc
cessfully attained the heights in my struggle for the epitome of Post-Montessori concepts.
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Local Nominations Cited for Nationwide Academy Awards

With Academy Award time drawing near once again, Connecticut的重要 reviewer takes pleasure in announcing the nomi
nations for the national. This year as in other years, the elections have been based on personal
prejudice and boxoffice re
turns, with special consideration given to the nation's I.Q. rating.

Moviegoers will recall that this cinematic year saw the increase in scope of the unnoticed short subject. "Powerhouse Politics, You and Campus Police, The Ro
mane of Billygraff, and the Y.O.S. at Play," were four first rate pictures deserving recognition for their description of the psychology of peer thought.

Juvenile delinquency was prev
alent in every major studio. Even, Al Zugsmith's independent p
roduction, "Dr. Warranzo Meets the Germ Man," pictured the terrors of penicillin addicts on the loose. And, "Suddenly Lost" Semester still holds the scandal of the unchaperoned Nursery School Thing, certainly the year's out
standing achievement.

Foreign Films were greater at
traction than ever this past year. "Duck Soup," starring the late, great, Mrs. Blount, received a special award for its authentic camera work. Mrs. Blunt, the producer, gave the nation uncensored views of college women being unmarried by Mad. At. Excels. Food short
ages, workers, strikes, and onion poising, formed the plot of "Duck Soup," which was played the tragic heroine. And it is only because the moviegoer was informed of the realistic scenes that the American Vegetarian So
ciety closed several of the world market on iceburg lettuce.

To everyone's surpise, the foreign intrigue movie had an all
women cast. Grace Smith, Radi
ola star, shocked the nation's com
petence. Sink the Sub Base had an unforgettable plot, and under the direction of Buck
lock, the picture showed to mil
lions of innocent moviegoers the strategy of Cruizer Synchronized Swimming Masones.

Three domestic movies, howev
er, have been nominated for the top award, and it's sure to be a stiff race between them.

Cash, with the starring role, shocked the nation with how their college tuition is spent on col
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Summer Tour Representative
To Arrive by Go-Go Mobile
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